When it can be better not to publish

When might it be better to disseminate your scholarly ideas by not publishing your ideas in academic journals? Here are a couple of possible cases. One clue, they could not have happened before the Internet.

I started my website www.brocher.com in November 2005 and put some articles on my academic pages there at http://www.brocher.com/Academic/Academic.htm, one was a paper on Coase1. I added the paper criticising Game Theory2 a few weeks later. As various articles became accepted for publication in refereed journals I removed the corresponding unpublished version which publishers ask you to do for understandable copyright protection reasons. After all, why should anyone pay to read the journal article if it is still freely available on the Internet?

But the Coase and Game Theory articles were stuck on this website because journals refused to publish them. They are quite different in tone and content, the Coase article argues that Coase misapplied the economic principles of marginal analysis to the nature of the firm (which is a fairly non-trivial point since a major reason that Coase was awarded his Nobel Prize was for the application of marginal analysis in this area). The Game Theory paper was more in the spirit of a critical essay than a conventional academic article. But though they were both quite different in tone and content they were both similar in so far as they did not really chime with what could be regarded as the accepted or conventional view of these issues within the economics profession in the respective cases.

In the case of the Coase paper I can say I have never encountered such unpleasant referees comments which in some cases were vitriolic. Yet in no case could the referees for this paper actually say why I was wrong, and this also aligned with the fact that several senior colleagues in the field whose opinions I respected said they thought the arguments were valid and should be published.

I understood in part why this was happening. If an editor has a paper on Coase to review, you give it people to review who in many cases will have built their academic work and reputation based on what Coase contributed, or what they thought he contributed. If you are an editor with a paper on Game Theory to review, you hand it to Game Theorists. So Denial and Rejection can be understandable human responses in such cases. I was disappointed but realistic about the chances of getting either article published.

---

1 http://www.brocher.com/Academic/Coase,%20the%20nature%20of%20the%20firm,%20and%20the%20principles%20of%20marginal%20analysis.pdf
2 http://www.brocher.com/Academic/Game%20Theory%20as%20Dogma.pdf
The two articles languished on my website though in 2006 I was pleased to see that some people who found their way on to the academic pages of the website had also bothered to access the two articles. Both seemed about equally popular with about 20 or so views a month.

Then around Spring 2007 there seemed to be a separation with the Coase paper increasing to about 50 views a month, the Game Theory paper was still increasing but more slowly. In the last eight months (October 2009 to May 2010) it has seemed to put on another spurt and is now over 40 views a month, most months. The requests for the respective papers (tracked as “Coase” and “Game” respectively) are shown in the figure below.

But it is the Coase paper which now seems to be really taking off with no levelling off in sight. I had noticed a few months ago that it was becoming the most popular single page on my website, but it was when this reached 185 requests for the month of May 2010 - about 6 a day - that I began to ask serious questions about what was going on here. One thing seemed clear was that there was some evidence of seasonality with dips in the summer months most years for both papers – roughly coinciding with university vacations in the Northern Hemishere.

I had no other clues as to who was reading these papers and how they came to find them. So out of curiosity I put myself in the position of someone interested in “Coase” and the “firm” and Googled as follows: Coase +firm

I was taken aback to find the Coase paper on the first page of Google’s results at number ten – out of about 20 million results.
However, on repeating this – and other keyword searches noted below – I found out that the paper could be shunted down to the second or third search page from the first, and then return to the first page the next day. I have no explanation yet for why this could happen. As of today (14th June 2010), it was 8th ranked result out of 20,200,00 results (see page 5 below).

And admittedly a lot of the subsequent results on that search were nothing more than chaff in terms of meaningful results – for example “Coase” eventually being read in some cases as “Coast” by Google. I refined the search by Googling: Coase +”the firm” … and as of today it is 4th ranked of about 98,400 results (see page 6 below).

I repeated the searches for the Game Theory paper using a variety of search words and phrases. When I put in: “Game theory” +dogma … today it was the top, not just one, but two results (with another site lodging it) out of 11,500 – probably not so surprising when these three words were in the title (see page 8 below). But when I put in more subtle search terms such as : “Game theory” +fallacy .... It was still 17th out of 25,200 (see page 9 below).

So now I have a quandary. Both papers (but especially the Coase paper) are being accessed by large numbers of (presumably interested) readers. These already number in the thousands for the Coase paper and the numbers are still on a upward trend – and what is the expected readership for the average published academic paper? There are various estimates I have seen for this last question, and I can tell you categorically the numbers are never in the thousands.

If I do publish these papers eventually, then the standard editorial instruction will be to remove them from my website and also remove the increasing visibility and implicit recognition of these papers. Will I do this? What do you think?.

I plan for these papers to stay on this website indefinitely. And as for protection of my intellectual property – well, I think ventilation of the arguments are more important, and in any case many more people than I could have hoped from conventional academic distribution are already familiar with these papers, the ideas, and who authored them - that will do for me, though of course I can and will also archive them on a Working Paper site.

Is this a substitute for peer review? Of course not, peer review is like democracy, it is probably the worst possible system, except for all the alternatives that could be considered.

I would not have anything like the interest in my academic webpages in the first place without my peer reviewed papers and my five books of published research. This is not a substitute for peer review, it is complementary to it. These papers would not have been read and taken seriously if there were not such reputational capital to build on in the first case.
But equally, while peer review was necessary to get the attention for my website in the first case, it was not sufficient for interest in these papers. It is the additional reputational capital of having a high Google search ranking in standard Internet searches in those areas that is almost certainly helping to add in the positive feedback loops and network effects that my papers are now benefitting from.

Where does this go from here? If the trends later this year are typical, we should see a dip in terms of requests for these papers during the summer months then the requests will increase to even higher levels of intensity in the Autumn.

Or it may be that most people who want to will have accessed these papers by then and the requests will begin to decline.

Or they may reach some steady state frequency - I don’t know, the only answer is to wait and see.

As for any deeper implications, it is possibly too soon to say, I hope to return and consider further in the course of time. One of the few things I can say for sure is that just a few years ago these two papers would have had no real future other than the bin (which to be fair is where more than a few reviewers would like to see them). It may have been better for them that they were not published given what is happening to them now. I have no plans for more papers that I would like to leave unpublished, but if similar circumstances happen in the future, I would not lose sleep over it. Whatever does happen, this promises to be an interesting experience.

Neil Kay 14th June 2010
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